
Spotting Scopes: Kite SP 82 ED + 25-50X WA or 20-60X Spotting Scope
 

Kite SP 82 ED + 25-50X WA or 20-60X Spotting Scope

  

The SP range from KITE OPTICS is a series of professional telescopes for detailed observation on long distance. The SP scope is available in 3
variations. The compact SP 65, The large diameter SP 82 and the highest performing version SP 82 ED. KITE SP spotting scopes are made
from high grade aluminium and built to withstand intensive usage in all conditions. It comes with the extensive 30 year warranty period, typical
for KITE OPTICS professional instruments. Equiped with a dual speed focus wheel for comfortable and fast focusing. And benefiting premium
features such as the specially designed tripod foot that is identical to the Manfrotto 200PL14 plate. Allowing SP scopes to mount directly and
without adaption parts to the world’s best and most popular Manfrotto tripod heads. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerKite Optics 

Description 

SP 82 ED, Top of the range and equiped with an ED lens. The ED lens, also known as fluorite or HD lens, allows serious reduction of color
defects as chromatic abberration. The image is perfectly natural and observations or photos made through phonescoping and digiscoping
clearly suffer less from color fringes. This scope is available with a 20-60x zoom eyepiece, as well as the innovative 25-50x wide angle zoom
eyepiece which is reserved to premium scopes only.

Robust aluminum construction
compact sized performance
ED lens system
KITE MHR Advanced coatings
dual speed focus wheel
briliant color reproduction
25-50x or 20-60x eyepiece
direct 200PL14 manfrotto tripod foot
can be equiped with excellent stay on case
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Spotting Scopes: Kite SP 82 ED + 25-50X WA or 20-60X Spotting Scope
 

3 stage eyecup
waterproof
30Y warranty

 

SP ED 82 + 25-50X WA SP ED 82 +20-60X ZOOM  
Magnification 25-50x 20-60x
Objective lens diameter (mm) 82 82
Exit pupil (mm) 3.3-1.6 4.05-1.4
Min. focus (m) 4.7 4.7
Field of view (m) 42-27 35-21
eye relief (mm) 17 20-18
Length (mm) 385 385
Height (mm) 145 145
Width (mm) 95 95
Weight (g) 1840 1805
waterproof yes yes
gas filled yes yes
warranty (years) 30 30
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